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Introduction 

BI360 is a leading web-based Corporate Performance Management (CPM) suite made up of 

budgeting, reporting, dashboards, and data warehousing, delivered through a web portal. 

BI360 is offered for cloud and on-premise deployment and represents the next generation of 

CPM solutions. BI360 empowers business users with modern features including innovative use 

of Excel in the model design process. End users have anytime, anywhere access from a modern 

Web Portal and Mobile Apps. 

The features that differentiate BI360 from other CPM applications are: 

 

1. Available both for cloud and on-premise deployment. 
2. Third generation Excel add-in for simple or complex reporting and budgeting template 

design. 

3. Modern Excel, Web and Mobile end-user front-ends for easy access to information and 

powerful collaboration. 

4. Pre-Configured and extensible “smart” data warehouse.   

5. Deployed as individual modules or as a single, comprehensive CPM Suite with a single 

security model and deployment. 
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Architecture Overview 

Below you can see a simplified architecture with all the BI360 modules. The Reporting, 

Budgeting and Dashboard modules can both run live on a number of different ERP systems as 

well as off the BI360 Data Warehouse.  

 

 
 

Note: For more detailed information about BI360, please email info@solverglobal.com and request the 

document: ”BI360 White Paper – Overview of the BI360 Suite.” You can also learn more about BI360 for 

Hospitality Companies here. 
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00 - Hospitality Benchmarking Dashboard 

This dashboard example compares key financials between your own company and selected 

hospitality companies. It shows the capability of using the BI360 Data Warehouse to load data 

from external data sources and then to design dashboards with the BI360 Dashboard module for 

user-friendly graphical analysis, in this case used for benchmarking. 
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01 - Resort Executive Dashboard 

This example shows an executive dashboard that is set up to provide a higher level overview of 

each area of hospitality business, but with drill down to detailed information. 

 

In this sample dashboard, the following information is included: 

 Hotel Revenue, Actual vs Budget – drill to General Ledger account 

 Hotel Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Casino Revenue, Actual vs Budget – drill to Casinos and Games 

 Casino Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Restaurant Revenue, Actual vs Budget – drill to Restaurants 

 Restaurant Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Spa Revenue, Actual vs Budget – drill to Treatments 

 Spa Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Golf Revenue, Actual vs Budget – drill to Departments 

 Golf Revenue – twelve month trend, drill to General Ledger account 
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02 – Casino Comparison Dashboard 

This dashboard example helps a manager analyze performance across the casinos in the resort. 

The selection list in the top left corner makes it easy for the user to select a particular game and 

filter the whole dashboard based in that game.  

The following information is included: 

 Revenue per Casino – comparison 

 Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Wagers per Hour per Casino – comparison 

 Wagers – twelve month trend 

 Average Bet per Casino – comparison 

 Average Bet – twelve month trend 
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03 – Game Comparison Dashboard 

This dashboard example provides casino and resort executives with a detailed comparison of 

revenues and statistics (wagers) per game. The selection list in the top left corner lets the user 

select a particular casino that the whole dashboard will then display. 

The following information is included: 

 Casino table with Revenues, Wagers per Hour and Average Bet 

 Revenue per Game – ranked by Game 

 Revenue – twelve month trend 

 # of Wagers per Hour per Game – ranked by Game 

 # of Wagers – twelve month trend 

 Average Bet per Game – ranked by Game 

 Average Bet – twelve month trend 
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04 – Hotel Dashboard 

This dashboard example focuses on Hotel revenues, expenses and statistics by Department. The 

list in the top left corner lets the user select a specific department and the whole dashboard will 

then filter on that department.  

The following information is included: 

 Hotel Department selection list 

 Top Revenues by GL revenue account 

 Revenues – twelve month trend 

 Top Expenses 

 Room nights – twelve month trend 
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05 – Restaurant Analysis Dashboard 

This dashboard example provides restaurant managers and resort executives with an easy way 

to analyze restaurant performance both in terms of revenues, expenses and statistics. 

The following information is included: 

 Revenue by Restaurant – ranked by restaurant, drill to filter other charts in the 

dashboard on the selected restaurant 

 Top Expenses by General Ledger account  

 # of Restaurant Covers – twelve month trend 

 Beverage Revenue – ranked by Beverage type 

 Total Food and Beverage Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Food revenue – ranked by meal type (Dinner, Lunch and Breakfast) 
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06. – Food & Beverage Dashboard 

This dashboard example provides restaurant managers and executives with an easy way to 

analyze Food & Beverage revenues across all restaurants.  

The following KPI information is included in this example: 

 Breakfast Revenue – ranked by restaurant 

 Breakfast Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Lunch Revenue – ranked by restaurant 

 Lunch Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Dinner Revenue – ranked by restaurant 

 Dinner Revenue – twelve month trend 

 Beverage Revenue – ranked by restaurant 

 Beverage Revenue – twelve month trend 
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07 – Resort – Department Account Analysis 

This dashboard is an example of using graphical analysis to review departmental revenues and 

expenses. Department(s) are chosen from the drop down list in the upper right hand corner and 

the table in the top left corner will display the General Ledger (GL) account balance. When a user 

clicks on an account in this table, the table in the lower left corner will retrieve the GL Journal 

Entries for the account. Also, the two upper charts will then display the Actual and Budget 

trends for the selected account. 

The following information is included in this example: 

 General Ledger Trial Balance 

 General Ledger Journal Entries 

 Account analysis of Actual data – twelve month trend 

 Account analysis of Budget data – twelve month trend 

 Actual vs Budget comparison – for selected GL Account 

 Top 5 Expenses – ranked  
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08 – Monthly Operating Summary 

This is an example of a management report that combines key statistical information (shown 

below in the top portion of the report) with a Profit & Loss report. The charts embedded on the 

top of the report helps compare actual and budget data for the month and year-to-date.  Users 

can right click to drill down on any number to see more detail.  
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09 – Balance Sheet 

This is an example of a typical Balance Sheet report. The chart embedded on the top of the 

report helps compare Current Assets. Users can right click to drill down on any number to see 

more detail.  
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10 – Statement of Cash Flows 

This is an example of a Cash Flow trend report that, in the columns, shows each month from the 

beginning of the year up until the month the user runs the report for. Users can right click to drill 

down on any number to see more detail.  
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Appendix - Acronyms 

KPI – Key Performance Indicator 

GL – General Ledger 

 


